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Rationale
• 38% of Psychology undergraduates struggle with statistics (Field, 2014)
• Maths anxiety is a barrier to learning maths and related subjects (Carey et al., 2016) but little is known about how to reduce it.
• Children engage in story-based learning from a very early age, using metaphor to infer knowledge and description to create mental
imagery (Egan & Gillian 2016).
• Qualitative data suggest that students benefit from story-based learning (Blackburn 2015)
• There is a dearth of tightly controlled experimental studies to demonstrate the eﬃcacy of narrative-based teaching.
• Can embedding statistical teaching within a fictional narrative help to reduce anxiety and increase comprehension?
• This pilot study looked at the feasibility and plausible eﬀects of using a fictional narrative to teach 11 statistical concepts.

Analysis

Methods
• Thirty-five (13 males, 22 females) participants aged 19-63
years (M = 31.35, SD = 13.86) were allocated randomly to
statistical materials presented in: a standard textbook,
Socratic dialogue or fictional narrative format.
• All materials were adapted from a textbook that uses a
fictional narrative (Field 2016).
• Participants were pre-tested for their knowledge of 11
statistical concepts, their maths anxiety, and state anxiety.
• 22 multiple choice questions (2 per concept) were used to
assess their understanding of the statistical concepts.
• We took Likert-scale measures of how complicated,
engaging, enjoyable, funny, and relevant the teaching
materials were as well as their ability to visualise them.

Engagement

• A linear model predicting the multiple choice scores (0-22)
from the reading conditions (dummy coded as narrative vs.
textbook, Socratic vs textbook) was fit using Bayesian
estimation
• A broad Guassian prior was used representing a mean
diﬀerence centred on 1 but that could be as small as -5 or as
large as 6
• The 95% HPDI intervals indicated that the plausible eﬀect of
using fictional narratives compared to standard textbook
presentation ranged from b = 0.28 to 4.85 (M = 2.43)
• In contrast, the plausible eﬀect of using Socratic materials
compared to standard textbook presentation ranged from b
= -1.28 to 3.11 (M = 0.81)
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• The narrative format has potential to be more engaging, funny,
and facilitate visualising concepts.
• There are plausible benefits to using narratives to teach
statistics.
• With further development it seems feasible to test more
conclusively the eﬀect of using narratives to improve students'
understanding of statistical concepts.
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